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What are they expecting?

Certified Specialist Program

The Power of The
First Impression

First Service Cleaning
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They have friends who recommended 
White Glove. They wanted to see for 

themselves, so they went over to their 
friends’ house after the White Glove 

Ted and Louise Miller are new customers. 

team  had left. They were im-
pressed, so they studied our 

try to exceed ex-
pectations. So the 
new customers 
scheduled their 

first service. 

Website. They called for 
an in-home interview. 
At the interview, they 

were told how good we 
clean, and how our clea-
nologists are thoroughly 

trained for attention to 
detail. They were told that 

all of us at White Glove 

Can you imagine what they are
 expecting from White Glove?
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Their friends told the Millers that they had a couple of freelance girls clean their house some time ago, 
but they just came in and moved some dust around, cleaned here and there, then left after doing a poor 
job of mopping. They got rid of the amateurs because they thought they could do a better job with little 
effort. But they didn’t want to clean, and they wanted a professional level of cleaning. That’s why they 
signed up with White Glove. 

In fact, the Millers also had their house cleaned a 
few years back by a cleaning service, but they, too, 
were disappointed because they had to point out over 
and over things that were forgotten, and things that 
weren’t cleaned well. Louise remembers, too, that the 
cleaners weren’t very friendly, and hardly smiled. “It 
wasn’t enjoyable being around them, really.”  

New customers have expectations that are based on 
lots of things. Here are just a few:

When people hear negative things about house clean-
ers, they wonder if White Glove is going to be like 
what they’ve experienced or what they’ve heard?

Some cleaners go beyond what is expected and clean 
things like sliding door tracks, pet bowls and feeding 
areas, and dirty pantry walls. If a new customer has 
had such good experiences, they will wonder if White 
Glove is also going to be as thoughtful and thorough.

• White Glove’s Website--what our basic 
cleaning package includes, and what can be 
expected at our first service;

• what they were told at the in-house inter-
view about how good and thorough we are, 
and how they will be impressed with our clea-
nologists’ work;

• previous bad experiences they had with 
other cleaners, and that they have heard from 
friends about house cleaners in general (they 
snoop, they don’t really clean like they would 
their own house, they can’t be trusted, never 
are on time, etc.)

• previous good experiences they have had 
or heard about (always cleaned places they 
never thought they would clean, like the top 
of the refrigerator, always moved things to detail clean, etc.)

The basic reason why White Glove has been successful, 
and why we keep customers, is that our cleaning standards 

are high enough to meet most customers’ expectations. 

Therefore, we not only live up to what we say on our Website and at the in-home interview, we 
also do better than conventional or ordinary cleaners.

So, if we are good, we don’t have to worry so much about a customer’s first service, right? WRONG!

Yes, we’re good, but the customer doesn’t know that. They know only what they have been told. The 
first service is where the customer find out for themselves whether White Glove lives up to its repu-
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A popular quote says, “You never get a second chance to make a great first impression.” Whether 
the first impression is GREAT or MISERABLE, it is the most lasting impression. Unfortunately, 
too, the first impression anyone makes is the impressionism that stays. So, you want your first impres-
sion to be great. If it’s miserable, you have to work long and hard to change that-- if you get that oppor-
tunity (which doesn’t always happen). 

Lots of times people don’t have the opportunity to improve their first impression because they 
soon get rejected. Therefore, first impressions--especially bad first impressions--are often the ONLY 
impression. Just ask the girl whose boyfriend’s parents disapproved when they first met, or the man 
who went out on a first date, and never heard from the lady again. And just ask the cleaning company 
whose new customer quit after the first service!

Why does White Glove require all cleanologists to become certified in first service cleaning? 

tation. For example, when a girl meet her boyfriend’s parents for the first time, even if she is confident 
about her appearance, she will spend extra time in front of the mirror, wear her prettiest dress, and 
wear her best perfume. White Glove is meeting a new customer for the first time. Sure, Ted and Lou-
ise Miller has “heard about” us, but they haven’t personally experienced our brand!

As another example, parent’s who will meet their son’s girlfriend has heard lots of good things about 
her. Maybe they heard a couple of bad things, too. It makes no difference because when they meet 
the girl in person they are getting their own impression. It’s the same thing when we clean a custom-
er’s house for the first time. The customer has only “heard about” White Glove. They know absolutely 
nothing. They know what others have said, but as far as their personal experience goes, they know 
nothing. Only when they see the results of our first service will they KNOW FOR SURE what we are 
all about because they’ve seen us for themselves. That’s why first impressions are so important. 

“ Awesome.”

“ Ordinary.”

Because the first impression must be awesome--not awful, 
not mediocre, not good, but AWESOME. A new customer 
whose expectations are exceeded will likely become an en-
thusiastic customer who will be loyal, and spread the word 
through referrals.
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It’s REALLY About “Value Added”2

Why is quality so important to White Glove? Why do we emphasize doing 
not just a good job of cleaning, but a great job? Why does White Glove 

strive for enthusiastic customers, not just satisfied customers?

The answer is something called VALUE ADDED. Here’s what it means, and why we 
all have to work so hard to create quality:

Here’s what we’ve 
learned so far:

Making a good first impression is important because 
the customer is expecting White Glove to be good.

The impression we must make is one of quality work, 
and customer care (because that’s what defines us).

Take any product or service and think how people generally feel 
about it. As an example, consider a compact car. In general, a compact 
car has small seating space, just so much room for baggage, just so 
much power, and not very many conveniences.

Many people wouldn’t consider buying a compact car because they want 
more—more space, more power, and more conveniences. So, maybe a 
car manufacturer makes one that is a little bigger than competitors’ cars. 
That is called “adding value,” which means many people will see that 
bigger size as something that is valuable to them in filling their needs. In 
other words, they are looking for more room, and the extra room is 
what they want. That’s value added.

If the car maker adds more power, that is value added, too. And if they add more conveniences, they 
are adding value with each new feature. The more they can do to add what buyers consider valu-
able to them by filling their needs, the more customers they will attract. They will keep those 
customer, too, as long as the quality holds up and people’s needs are being fulfilled, if the price doesn’t 
increase too much. 

“This car is bigger than other compacts but it has the 
same gas mileage. This exceeds my expectations!”
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Now let’s consider home cleaning services. As we have said, there 
are many reasons why people would not consider having their homes 
cleaned by outsiders. Quality of most companies and individual cleaners 
is generally not really as good compared to what most people want or ex-
pect. Many companies are not trustworthy. Lots of people have heard that 
cleaners snoop and/or eat their food and drink their beverages!!

Many people who have hired home cleaning services, have been 
disappointed because of the poor cleaning quality. Remember, no one 
will buy something if they don’t see that their purchase is fulfilling their 
need. Why pay someone to clean house if their cleaning isn’t as good 
as the homeowners could do themselves!?

“Oh, please, don’t talk to me 
about a cleaning service. I’ve 
heard nothing good about them.”

That’s why White Glove has raised the bar on quality... 

• We’ve added value by doing a good, professional job that is 
better than homeowners would do on their own.

• We’ve added value by being on time, dependable, and reliable.

• We’ve added value by being responsive to customers’ requests, 
and treating them fairly and with respect. 

Our value added is greater than most of our competitors. We have achieved our goal of pro-
viding a service that fills customers’ needs. We give them what they are looking for. And the more we 
can give in exceeding their expectations, the greater our customer loyalty.

People don’t buy things unless they feel it will be of value to them. Whatever is bought must fill a need 
that the buyer is looking for.  For example, would you buy a treadmill if you didn’t feel the need to ex-
ercise? Of course not. And you wouldn’t buy a car if you didn’t need to go places.

What do people need that makes them buy a cleaning service? There are many things. For most 
people, they don’t want to spend the time doing a good job that professionals would do. Therefore, 
they are willing to pay us to do something they can’t do on their own, or prefer not to do.

The moment customers feel that the level of our service is no better than that which they could do on 
their own, or less than what a competing cleaning company would do, is when customers quit and 
take their business elsewhere. We have added value, and we must always keep that level of value for 
our customers. 

“Well, I’ve heard 
good things about 
   White Glove. I 
         guess I’ll give 
           them a try..”

A customer with a great first impression of value added services prevents buyer’s remorse.

THE BEST DEFENSE AGAINST BUYER’S REMORSE
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It’s SINK or SWIM 
(and sinking is not an option).3

FACT:  The first impression is either the last impression or it is a lasting im-
pression. If you fail to impress, you will be rejected. If you impress well, you 

will be accepted. You either sink or you swim.

White Glove’s intentions are to swim. 

If we are to win over Ted and Louise Miller--or any new customer--we must make sure that our first 
impression is a positive, long-lasting impression.  

Think about what would happen if our first service fails to impress. If a new custom-
er finds our work not up to their expectations--what then?  Will there be a next time? Will 
a timeout be possible? Not likely. A second chance is out of the question. 

The first time is the only time to make it or break it--to sink or swim. And we must 
swim!

Making a great first impression doesn’t ONLY mean the customer will stay 
with us, we also create a solid foundation of quality cleaning, trust, and 

friendliness on which customer loyalty will grow 
with each and every service in the future!

It makes our job of pleasing the customer much easier if we got off on the right 
foot from the beginning. And as long as we continue to work hard in the future, 
the chances of building strong customer loyalty will be good. In fact, because we 
started with a strong first impression, we’re on our way of creating not only cus-
tomer loyalty, but customer enthusiasm, too. 
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A White Glove first service is like jump-
ing into a pool because we know we will 
swim! Sinking is not an option.

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED HERE?

In summary, we are professionals, and not amateurs. We are not ordinary, 
we are awesome. We don’t want to leave a first service if it isn’t up to White 
Glove standard. We must take the time and put in the effort even better than 

we do during a regular service. It’s a matter of pride and teamwork as we 
show off the White Glove brand! Thank you!
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2
Regular Clean or Deep Clean?

Certified Specialist Program

The First Service: 
Two Customer Options

First Service Cleaning
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New customers can choose a regular cleaning, which we call “First Service 
Clean,” or they can choose a “First Service Deep Clean.” 

What’s the Difference?
In a regular First Service Clean the team follows the procedural manual like 
any other regular service, but it will take some extra time to bring the home up to our 
standards. Therefore, some extra time is scheduled for the First Service Clean, which 
can be found in the Temporary Customer Record.

The team should try to finish within the allotted time, but if you cannot, the team leader will 
(1) not check the appropriate box on the Checklist, and (2) give an explanation on the Team 
Leader’s Checklist. An explanation will be emailed to the customer on the same day or no 
later than the following day. 

In a First Service Deep Clean  the team is given lots of extra time to do a 
more thorough job of cleaning or “detail cleaning.” The team does the regular procedural 
manual cleaning, but also moves some furniture, gets in places not included in a regular 
clean, and takes the time to get hard, stubborn marks, dirt, and stains. The specific dif-
ferences between and regular and deep clean is given in this manual. 
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The Difference:
Regular Clean & Deep Clean

You are supposed to 
look carefully to find the 

difference between one pic-
ture and the other. 

Looking at a house that has 
been first-service cleaned 
or deep cleaned, it wouldn’t 
be easy to find the differ-
ences.

We are all familiar with “find the difference” games. 

White Glove tells customers the difference in general terms. But, we also tell them 
in specific terms, too (which is the subject of the next section--section 3). Each 
cleanologist must know what the procedures are for a regular first-service clean 
and those of a deep clean. 

WHY MUST YOU KNOW? 
You must know what to do and what not to do so you can finish on time, and not 
spend hours of overtime at a regular first service. 

And since you’ll have more time at a deep clean, you need to know what to do to 
do a good, complete job. 

Customers pay extra for both regular and deep cleans, and they expect good 
value for the extra cost.

But, if you looked closely and knew what to look for, you could easily tell the dif-
ference.

For example, both pictures of the camel look the same. But, if you knew what to 
look for, you could tell the difference. If you knew to look at the ears, you would 
see that the camel on the right has only one ear. 
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Certified Specialist Program

First Service Cleaning
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The First Service Checklist
& Team Leader’s Report

I sure didn’t think White Glove did 
all this! My other cleaning service 
didn’t do this. White Glove sure is 
thorough and professional.”

“
White Glove’s cleaning is far superior to that of 

most  other cleaning companies as well as free-
lance cleaners. We want our new customers to know 

that we do a “fastidiously thorough,” professional job. We also want them to know 
how hard our cleanologists work! That’s the purpose of the first-service checklist 
that we leave at each new customer’s house before a team leaves.

First Service Checklists1
A Checklist for Both First Services

Regular First Service

First Service Deep Clean
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On both checklists, 21 cleaning categories are listed along with major things 
that are cleaned for each category.  A box is given for the team leader to check 

if all things listed were done. The team leader should do this along with the input 
of other team members just to make sure everything listed was done.

The 21 categories are groups into 4 sections:
All Rooms

High Up Dusting  l  Doors & Molding  l  Mirrors & Glass Furnishings  l  Comprehensive Dusting
Carpets & Floors

Carpets & Floors Vacuumed  l  Floors Vacuumed Before Mopping 
Floors Steamed or Spray Mopped  l   Floors Vacuumed After Mopping

Kitchen & Laundry
Major Appliances  l  Gas Stove  l  Counters, Sink, Cabinets & Drawers  l  Kitchen Table & Chairs

Laundry Room & Patio Door
Bathrooms

Bathrooms That Are Completed  l  Showers & Tubs  l  Toilets  
Counters, Mirrors, Basins, & Cabinets  l  Trash Containers & Shredders

As an example, the above category #3 is mirrors and glass furnishings, 
which includes TV screens and computer monitors.  Once the team 
leader confirms that everything was done, then the box is checked. 
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What if something isn’t finished?

Let’s say one or more cleaning tasks will require more time if the team is going 
to finish on time today.  Amateur cleaners would rush to finish on time risking do a poor job, 

which likely will cause the homeowner to get a bad first impression, and probably make a complaint.

White Glove professional cleanologists do not rush and cut corners! We take the time needed to do 
our thorough work, BUT if we cannot finish within minimal overtime, we (1) make notes of tasks that 

Team Leader’s First Service Report2
were not completed so they can be finished at the next service or cou-
ple of services.  We also (2) communicate those unfinished tasks with 
the customer in order to let them know we are responsible, and we give 
attention to a detailed, thorough job!

Think about this: By informing the customer, you let the customer know:

1. that you and White Glove are conscientious and thorough, and
2. that you are taking responsibility for doing a good job by pointing 
out that rather than rushing, we  noted what was not finished, and 
made a promise that certain tasks will be completed next time.

The customer should be impressed and pleased.
“I’m shocked! My other cleaners 
didn’t do such a good job. What a 
surprise.”

Examples
Here are some examples of what may not be able to be completed during the first service:

• Shower Limescale

Sometimes mineral build-up can be so intense that it becomes embedded in the glass or Plexi-
glass. Regardless of how hard you scrub or even use razor scrapers, it seems impossible to 
remove. Sometimes it is!
 

• Floors That Won’t Come Clean/Streaks

Sometimes you may find a hardwood, tile, or other hard floor really difficult to clean or keep 
from streaking. 

• Gas Stove Grates, etc.

If a gas stove has dirty grates that will require a great deal of scrubbing, don’t take excessive 
time.
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Tasks That May Require Special Odd Job Cleaning

Some tasks may be so dirty that the team leader may determine it a special Odd Job Cleaning may be 
required. If just giving a task some extra attention for the next couple of services, then the checklist has 
an option to recommend an Odd Job Cleaning.

The team leader makes the decision whether to just work on the task for a few services to get it 
clean or to recommend a special Odd Job Cleaning, which the customer must order and sched-
ule at additional cost.  

These tasks have options to check if an Odd Job Clean is recommended:

05 Baseboards & Walls ( Baseboards and/or Walls)
06 Windows, Blinds, & Shutters (Venetian Blinds Hand Cleaned)
14 Counters, Sink, Cabinets and Drawers (Cabinets Shining and Polishing)

Filling Out The First Service Report

1. Fill in customer’s name.

2. First name of team leader.

3. First name(s) of other team members.

4. If everything was finished, check here.

5. If any Odd Job Cleaning was rec-
ommended on the checklist, circle the 
one(s) that were recommended.

6. Categories 10, 13, and 18 are the 
tasks that most likely will need addi-
tional cleaning to finish. These tasks 
are already listed here. Just check the 
box of any of these 3 tasks.

7. Other tasks needing more time to 
finish are indicated here. Give the task 
number, where it is, why more time is 
needed, and where (room) the prob-
lem area is located.

8. The team leader must see that this 
task is given to the operations man-
ager ASAP because a first-service 
email must be sent to the customer!

2

6

3

1

5
4

7

8
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4
Certified Specialist Program

First Service Cleaning
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Just like any regular service, cleanologist A starts with the Kitchen module, 
and cleanologist B starts with the Bathrooms module. If it is a 3-person team, 

cleanologist C begins with the Dust & Clean module. 

Here are the modules with the major tasks. The black text describes the regular First 
Service Clean, and the red text describes what is additionally done for a First Service 
Deep Clean.

m/m/f = moist microfiber 
C/cotton = C (all-purpose cleaner) and cotton cleaning cloth
G/g/m/f = G (glass cleaner) and glass microfiber clothABBREVIATIONS:

First Service Checklist:
All Rooms

Regular Clean vs Deep Clean

(Dust & Clean Module) 

Instructions 
Tips to Save Time 
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 01: High-Up Dusting Inc. Ceiling Fansq
High-up dusting (upper-level dusting) is dusting higher than we are able to reach with feather dusters.

REGULAR CLEAN DEEP CLEAN

1. If accessible, hand wipe ceiling fans, but 
only if can be safely reached on small ladder.

2. Feather dust lights and other parts of fan.

Regular Clean PLUS: Use extendable duster to dust:

1. ceiling edges and along beams
2. along corners down to floor (if needed)
3. vents
4. light fixtures
5. tops of drapes & inside drapes if too 

high to reach with feather duster
6. ceiling fans (turn off to clean)
7. other high, flat surfaces

Dusting with Extendable Duster
• Start in kitchen then bathroom where 

B cleanologist is cleaning. 
• Next all other rooms doing rooms 

first that other cleanologists may be 
cleaning. 

• Check walls for cobwebs and dust
• Check for cobwebs on ceilings, too, 

especially popcorn ceilings.

Hand Wiping Ceiling Fans
• Using m/m/f cloth and dry with a dry 

microfiber cloth to prevent streaking 
on visible, underside of blades 

• Wipe sides of blades, tops, and un-
derneath

• As cloth gets dirty, rinse often as 
needed.

• If fan blades are caked with dust, see 
that all clumps of dust fall on the floor 
instead of bedding and furniture

How To Clean Vents 
Ceiling and wall vents may be very dirty. Methods for 
cleaning:

• baseboard broom
• moist cotton cloth wadded into a ball and wiped with 

pressure
• brushes such as grout brush
• a brush attachment for the canister vacuum
• putty knife wrapped with cotton cleaning cloth 

sprayed with C
Use small ladder to reach ceiling vents. Be careful not to breathe in the dust bunches that will be falling. Make 
sure they fall on the floor as much as possible rather than on furniture.
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 02: Doors & Molding Inc. Switchplatesq
REGULAR CLEAN DEEP CLEAN

1. Wipe all door panel edges (do not just 
feather dust); inside and out.

2. Wipe molding top (if can be reached) above 
door. (see below)

Regular Clean PLUS: Check and wipe obvious dirty areas, finger-
prints, etc. with m/m/f cloth:

1. Feather dust recessed door panel 
edges (A in picture below) or wipe with 
m/m/f if needed.

2. Especially: door knobs (B) and vicinity 
3. Especially: all door molding and 

switchplates and walls around them
4. Molding is one of the places many 

cleanologists miss/

Don’t spend excessive 
time if dirty areas/marks 
do not come clean eas-
ily. Work on them at a 
later service with time.

AG

FB

Deeper Clean*
Deeper Clean means we do this if time. It is 
not a priority if not enough time.

Scuffs and stains, particularly near door bottoms

G

Be Observant
MOLDING IS ONE THING OFTEN OVER-
LOOKED, BUT  EASILY NOTICED BY CUS-
TOMERS. Check all molding, especially down 
low if home has kids or pets.

How To Deep Clean Doors & Molding
• Hand wipe every interior door us-

ing m/m/f (BCM Stage #1) quick-
ly wiping the square and rectangle 

panels where dust collects. BCM Stage #2 for 
marks and grunge on doors (especially on scuff 
marks on bottoms) and moldings where finger-
prints, marks, and stains cannot easily be re-
moved. Open doors and get both sides!

• Check for grunge around the doorknobs and 
elsewhere, and scuff marks at the bottoms, if 
time.

• Don’t forget closet doors in hallways, too.

• Check molding around the door, and wipe 
the top edge molding above doors, if can eas-
ily be reached. 
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  03: Mirrors & Glass Furnishingsq
Inc. TV Screens & Computer Monitors

1. Mirrors, glass coffee and end tables polished to a sparkle.
VERY IMPORTANT but do not spend too much time if lots of mirrors. If too 
many, note in Team Leader’s Checklist which mirrors need to be finished. 

2. Glass in framed wall hangings dusted and/or polished as needed (if accessible).
3. TV screens & computer monitors gently dusted and, if dirty, wiped with G and glass m/f cloth.

NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REGULAR & DEEP 

Deeper Clean*
Deeper Clean means we do this if time. It is 
not a priority if not enough time.

Smaller glass items/mirrors and framed pic-
tures; cabinet glass.

For Deep Clean only:

Always Angle View All Glass
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q
REGULAR CLEAN DEEP CLEAN

Regular Clean PLUS: 

Deeper Clean*
Deeper Clean means we do this if time. It is 
not a priority if not enough time.

Polish additional wood surfaces if it makes a 
difference--appearance is enhanced.

 04: Comprehensive Dusting
Generally, associate Regular First Service with feather dusting, and Deep Clean with wipe dusting.

1. Wipe dust with m/m/f expect for places not 
practical and where feather dusting is best 
method. Wipe clean accent items, framed 
pictures on shelves, etc. and wipe under-
neath.

1. Dust all flat surfaces where dust can gather.
2. Polish shiny dining table. 

Dusting Dictum
Feather dust but also have dry and 
moist m/f cloths available for more 
obvious and visible dust layers. In 
other words: If feather duster doesn’t re-
move all dust, then wipe dust.

MORE FEATHER DUSTING
LESS MICRO-FIBER DUSTING

MORE M/F WIPE DUSTING
LESS FEATHER DUSTING

Always Feather Dust Here 
• leather furniture, especially tops to 

back cushions
• tops of books on book shelves
• floor between spokes along staircase 

banisters
• behind curtains
• under heavy furniture that can’t easily 

be moved; brush debris out in open 
for later pre-vacuuming 

Always Wipe Dust Here 

• microfiber furniture spots (generally 
easily removed with m/m/f)

• lamp shades what hold dust and pet 
hairs

• black plastic bases of TVs and com-
puter monitors, and other black enter-
tainment center components that show 
dust well

• window sills, window rails, and window 
lift bars

• desk tops, especially where hands 
leave fingerprints (in front of comput-
ers, near mouse, and in front of chair)
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q
REGULAR CLEAN DEEP CLEAN

Regular Clean PLUS: 

Deeper Clean*
Deeper Clean means we do this if time. It is 
not a priority if not enough time.

Baseboard corners, bad scuffs/marks, and 
tight places cleaned with small brushes; stub-
born dirty areas of walls

 05: Baseboards & Walls

1. BASEBOARDS: Feather dust baseboards 
or, if especially dusty, use a baseboard broom 
going along all baseboards sweeping off dust 
from the tops and in corners where dust col-
lects.  Wipe dirty marks only if time.

If baseboards are really bad, team leader 
should suggest Odd Job baseboard cleaning 
by checking box on checklist.

2. WALLS: Unless extensive, check for notice-
able marks, fingerprints, and small dirty areas, 
and wipe clean with m/m/f if removable.

If walls are really bad, team leader should sug-
gest Odd Job wall cleaning by checking box 
on checklist.

Follow baseboards on knees wiping layers of dust and dirty 
buildup. A separate small caddy with towels, magic erasers, “C”, 
microfiber cloths, small brushes, and putty knife, is helpful. 

Regular Clean: Baseboards are dusted or swept. 
Deep Clean: Baseboards are ALSO wiped clean.

Baseboards are a priority because clean baseboards are in-
stantly notices as they enhance a clean-looking room. Like-
wise, dirty baseboards stand out in an otherwise clean room.

1. BASEBOARDS: Wipe clean all baseboards 
that are dirty and/or have marks or scuffs. Use 
knee pads and use brushes and magic eraser. 
Use Baseboard Caddy, which contains magic 
erasers for marks, and use small brushes to get 
in corners and other places as needed. Remem-
ber, we’re here to be awesome, not ordinary. We 
are professionals, not amateurs. Only amateurs 
leave dirty baseboards on the first service.

If lots of baseboards need wipe clean-
ing in several rooms, they all don’t have 
to be finished in first service. The team 
leader and make a note on the team 
leader’s checklist that other rooms will 
be finished in the next few services. The 
team leader should note which rooms to 
do, so this can be listed in the CR.
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q

REGULAR CLEAN DEEP CLEAN
Regular Clean PLUS: 

1. Dust around edges of windows, under 
blinds, curtains, and valences.

2. Wipe rail in middle, and bottom lift bar, 
with m/m/f--do not just feather dust.

3. Also wipe sills--don’t just feather dust.
4. Dust Venetian blinds and shutters on 

both sides.
5. Open shutter frames to dust along win-

dows. Make sure no cobwebs or debris is 
left behind. Deeper Clean*

Deeper Clean means we do this if time. It is 
not a priority if not enough time.

Some individual slats wiped clean that may 
be particularly dirty.

 06: Windows, Blinds, & Shutters
(if accessible)

Only lightly dust mini-blinds because mini blinds are fragile. 

Any blinds that are difficult or cannot be raised or opened 
just leave as it to avoid damage.

If blinds or shutters are really bad, team lead-
er should suggest Odd Job baseboard clean-
ing by checking box on checklist.

The only difference between Regular and Deep cleanings for windows is that 
in a deep clean, is that very dirty blinds can be hand wiped if time allows.

Sometimes at a first service, blinds will be 
very, very dusty or dirty. Hand-cleaning blinds 
is an odd job cleaning that we charge extra for. 
But, with a Deep Clean service, if blinds are re-
ally dirty and you have time, they can be wiped 
with moist m/f cloths using long sweeps from top 
to bottom on one or both sides, depending on 
how dirty they are. Dry with a m/f cloth to prevent 
leaving smears of dust. This may take some time, 
but be sure you don’t leave dusty blinds. 

Reminders: Cleaning Blinds & Shutters 
• Turn blinds to both sides and feather dust thoroughly. Check for cobwebs, dead 

bugs, and grunge inside along window, edges, and always the sills, of course. 

• Shutters: Carefully open shutter doors from the window and dust both sides and the 
sides of the windows and the sills where dead bugs, cobwebs, and grunge accumulate. 

• About mini-blinds: Mini-blinds are difficult to clean because they are fragile and 
break or permanently bend easily. It is a good idea to leave mini-blinds alone. Rather 
than trying to clean them, just dust them as best as you can

In a regular First Service Clean, only feather dust 
blinds and shutters.
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q
REGULAR CLEAN DEEP CLEAN

Regular Clean PLUS: 
1. Vacuumed couches and chairs if needed 

for removal of pet hair, lint, etc; light stains 
cleaned.

2. Wipe seams with m/m/f as needed for removal of 
crumbs, etc. 

3. Fluff, shape, and straighten back cushions.
4. Fold and neatly arrange blankets and pil-

lows.
5. Wipe removable spots with m/m/f on leather 

and microfiber upholstery.
6. Dust tops of dark leather furniture where 

dust collects.

 07: Upholstered Furniture
Inc. Decorative Pillows and Blankets

F

cushions/pillows
vacuumed, shaped, 

and arranged

Vacuum or wipe 
seams to get 
crumbs, etc. out.

clean stains

1. Remove bottom couch cushions to vacuum 
underneath.

2. Rotate and flip bottom cushions.
3. Move couches and easy chairs for vacuum-

ing and/or mopping underneath.
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5
Certified Specialist Program

First Service Cleaning
Se

c
tio

n Five

First Service Checklist:
Floors & Carpets

Regular Clean vs Deep Clean

(Pre-Vacuuming, Vacuuming, Post-Vacuuming, Mopping Modules) 

q
REGULAR CLEAN DEEP CLEAN

Regular Clean PLUS: 
1. Vacuum all carpets and area rugs.
2. Small rugs that are very dirty should be 

taken outside to shake.
3. Move small furniture to vacuum under and 

around.
4. Use baseboard broom to sweep along edges 

of carpets along baseboards if needed (de-
bris, dead bugs, etc. are present).

  08: Carpets & Rugs Vacuumed

Deeper Clean*
Deeper Clean means we do this if time. It is 
not a priority if not enough time.
Use upholstery nozzle to reach inaccessi-
ble places where vacuum cannot reach.

1. Instead of just sweeping with baseboard 
broom, vacuum edges of carpets along 
baseboards using crevice tool on canister 
vacuum, or sweep with baseboard broom, 
if needed.

Except for the Vacuuming module, all other modules have no 
changes between regular and deep cleanings. 
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q 09: Floors Vacuumed Before Mopping
NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REGULAR & DEEP 

1. Pre-vacuum all non-carpeted floors before mopping.
2. Vacuum under large furniture if they are not moved: beds, dressers, etc.

q10: Floors Steam and/or Spray Mopped

Hard Floors: Check floors CLOSELY. Use putty knife, Ajax, 
or whatever to remove gum, dried food or mud, and other stub-
born grunge that mopping probably will not get. Please don’t be 
afraid of getting down on hands and knees.

Removing Floor Grunge 

1. Steam or spray mop all non-carpeted floors. 
2. Hardwood and laminate floors can be steam mopped at LOW setting only. Never leave steam 

mop sitting in one place on floor. Turn off mop, and turn it over placing it on a rug or carpet 
if you have to leave.

3. Steam mop kitchen rubber mats, too.

NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REGULAR & DEEP 

q11: Floors Vacuumed After Mopping
NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REGULAR & DEEP 

All floors must be post-vacuumed with canister vacuum after mopping to ensure debris-free floors.
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6Certified Specialist Program
First Service Cleaning

Se
c

tio
n Six

First Service Checklist:
Kitchen & Laundry

Regular Clean vs Deep Clean

(Kitchen Module) 

q

1. Microwave oven inside and out.
2. Electric or gas range, and range hood, if any.
3. Refrigerator (also wipe clean top using small ladder).
4. Dishwasher (and trash can unless is located inside a cabinet).
5. Always clean stainless steel FIRST, if dirty, before polishing.

12: Major Appliances

After setting up cart, clean major appliances in this order, and according to procedural manual:

NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REGULAR & DEEP 

q
Even though there is no difference between a regular and deep clean when 
cleaning a gas stove, don’t spend excessive time cleaning a dirty gas stove in 
either a regular or deep cleaning. 

Just do an “initial” clean, which means not thorough, and have the team lead-
er make a note in the Team Leader’s Checklist of what needs to be done in 
the next few services. Here are areas that can be continued next few services 
so you don’t spend so much time on gas stoves:

1. grates and burner caps (burner caps come clean with lots of Ajax and elbow grease).
2. under the burners (if stove lifts up)

NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REGULAR & DEEP 

 13: Gas Stove (if applicable)

Except for the Vacuuming module, all other modules have no 
changes between regular and deep cleanings. 
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q
NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REGULAR & DEEP 

 14: Counters, Sink, Cabinets and Drawers

1. Wipe clean counter items.
2. Clean counters with water and blue scouring pad only.
3. Move counter items when cleaning
4. Check backsplash for needed cleaning.
5. Check all cabinets and drawers by angle viewing; spot clean as needed.
6. Clean sink according to type of sink.

Clean according to procedural manual:

 q 15: Kitchen Table & Chairs

1. Pull out chairs while dusting; check for needed spot cleaning.
2. Wipe clean table, and dust below: pedestal as needed (featherdust floor underneath)

 q 16: Laundry Room & Back Patio 

NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REGULAR & DEEP 

NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REGULAR & DEEP 

1. Wipe clean appliances; polish chrome and glass.
2. Clean counters and sink (if any) as you would in the kitchen.
3. Vacuum between washer and dryer and other narrow spaces.
4. Polish glass in door going to patio.
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 17: Bathrooms That Are Completed
This section of the checklist simply indicated if all bathrooms were completed or not. If all bath-
rooms were completed, check the first box. If one or more bathrooms were not completed, the 
second box is checked and the bathroom(s) that was not completed is indicated. Be sure to indi-
cate which bathroom(s) was not completed in the Team Leader’s Checklist, too. 

A very dirty bathroom may require so much time to clean, that there 
may not be enough time to start or clean another bathroom(s). Un-

less a bathroom is extremely dirty, all bathrooms should be cleaned, but 
they don’t have to be finished. For example, don’t spend so much time 
scrubbing shower glass or floors that other bathrooms go untouched. It 
is better to indicate on the Team Leader’s Checklist the work left to do 
the next one or two services. Just make sure that all needed work is 
detailed so the customer knows what will be finished later.

When To Not Finish Bathrooms In an occasional home bathrooms may be VERY 
DIRTY requiring more time to clean than time is available. Rather than to rush to 
complete all bathrooms and do a poor job, it is best to clean all bathrooms and leave 
some cleaning for the next service or two...as long as the work left to finish is specif-
ically listed on the Team Leader’s Checklist  so the customer can be fully informed.

7Certified Specialist Program
First Service Cleaning

Se
c

tio
n Se

ve
n

First Service Checklist:
Bathrooms

Regular Clean vs Deep Clean

(Bathrooms Module) 
For the Bathrooms module, there is no difference between 

regular and deep cleanings. 

q
NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REGULAR & DEEP 

18: Showers & Tubs

Clean showers and tubs according to procedural manual.
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q
NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REGULAR & DEEP 

19: Toilets

Clean toilets according to procedural manual.

q
NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REGULAR & DEEP 

Clean according to procedural manual. 

 20: Counters, Mirrors, Basins, and Cabinets

q
NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REGULAR & DEEP 

Empty all trash/shredders according to procedural manual. 

 21: Trash Containers & Shredders


